
Broad Guidelines for Bronze, Silver, and 
Gold Medals  
The Chemical Research Society of India (CRSI) instituted Bronze, Silver, and Gold 
medals in 1999.  The medals seek to recognize Indian researchers who have contributed 
significantly at various levels in Chemistry.  The first batch of people was given these 
awards in 2000 during the National Symposium of Chemistry (NSC). 

The nomination process consists of the Secretary General, CRSI seeking nominations 
from former Presidents, Council members (past & present) and previous medalists.  The 
call for the nomination goes out sometime in mid April every year.  The last date of 
receiving nominations is 31st May.  The nominee must be a Life member of the CRSI.  
There is no nomination form and only a copy of bio-data, which includes the publication 
record, is required. 

A committee consisting of the former Presidents of CRSI meet sometime in the month of 
June to select names of medalists in all the categories.  The President can invite anyone 
as a member of the committee to help make a decision of the medalists. The committee 
can add any new name from outside the list of nominees if it deems fit (Search mode).  
The number of medals given each year is not fixed.  All the names recommended by the 
committee are presented to the Council and the General Body of the CRSI in the month 
of July for the approval. 

Bronze Medal 
This is given to young researchers who have done well in any area of Chemistry. In the 
last 20 years (2000 - 2020), 292 medals have been given.  Normally, the number of 
medals given per year is ~20.  This is presented during the NSC held in the month of 
February and July every year, where the medalists are invited to give a lecture (20 min). 

Silver Medal 
This is given to a person who has made outstanding contributions in any area of 
Chemistry, as evidenced by national and international recognitions (e.g., Fellowship of 
important Academies and other prestigious awards/recognitions). In the last 20 years 
(2000 - 2020), 85 medals have been given under this category.  Normally, the number of 
medals given is 2-4 per year.  This is presented during the NSC held in the month of 
February and July every year, where the medalists are invited to give a lecture (30 min).   

Gold Medal 
This is a Lifetime Achievement Award given to a person of high eminence with an 
outstanding lifetime contribution, as recognized by peer bodies of national and 
international importance (e.g., Fellowship of important Academies and other prestigious 
awards/recognitions).  In the last 20 years (2000 - 2020), 34 medals have been given 
under this category. This is presented during the NSC held in the month of February and 
July every year, where the medalists are invited to give a lecture (45 min).   


